LAST    INTERLUDE
porarily practicable enterprise of ensuring that peace should
be interminable and crime still unknown in the habitable
world. They had supernatural airs to those simple people,
even as Cortes had, or the English, for a short moment in
Virginia. And nothing was easier than to endow with a
sense of the awfulness the tabu-grounds, the Route itself,
their own persons, and, finally, all mankind. The goods
that they brought remained tabu even when they had passed
into the possession or employment of the indigenous inhabi-
tants of the communities they passed. The goods that they
brought were the most desirable possessions of a simple
people drawing from the earth an easy means of subsistence;
so everything that by its rarity or beauty might awaken
an undue covetousness in men with some of the nature of
Columbus was put, as it were, supernaturally under divine
protection. Food, drink, the light raiment in the shape of
skins which was all that their climates called for, the ele-
mentary tools and weapons of the chase that were all that
they needed . . . those things came to the natives almost
as easily as air and light from the heavens and water from
the brooks. And, by the exhortations of the merchants, the
rarer commodities were put beyond the reach of covetous-
ness, so that the idea of personal property was hardly to be
conceived.
The motive of the merchants was of course two-fold. They
knew from their pre-diluvian lore that before that catas-
trophe had reduced the earth's populations to reasonable
proportions it had been the habit of whole villages or hordes
from many villages united to set out with spear and torch
and perpetrate all that, in a subsequent age, was to be
perpetrated by the Conquistadores in the territory of the
Incas and by our own ancestry in regions more septentrional
and less favoured. They therefore wished to protect their
own territories in case, as was probable, increasing popula-
tions along the Route should have the idea of imitating their
pre-diluvian ancestors- And their protection did not
manifest itself by hoarding in arsenals untold millions of
bows, arrows, javelins, clubs, slingstones, and slings, and
apparatus for making and casting Greek fire. Having

